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Abstract

The prevalent application of domain-specific modeling languages (DSMLs) requires developers to initially specify the require-

ments for a software product as a domain-specific model then transform that model to a high-level language for subsequent ex-

ecution. An alternative is to realize behavior directly by executing the models using a specialized interpreter. One category of

interpreted domain-specific modeling languages (DSMLs) derives behavior from changes to models at runtime. These are termed

interpreted DSMLs or simply i-DSMLs. Existing interpreters for i-DSMLs exhibit tight coupling between the implicit model of

execution (MoE) and the semantics of the domain. The interweaving of these two concerns compounds the challenge of developing

interpreters for new i-DSMLs without a significant investment in resources.

This paper introduces a generalized approach to developing i-DSML interpreters by utilizing a generic framework that is loosely

coupled to the domain-specific knowledge as swappable framework extensions. We present a prototype as validation of our ap-

proach implemented using a metamodel based architecture to instantiate the interpreter for two distinct cyber-physical domains.
c© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

Model-driven software development and the use of domain-specific modeling languages (DSMLs) has gained

increased attention as related tools and techniques increase in capabilities8,13. One alternative to the more prevailing

approach of transforming models into a high-level language prior to execution, is interpreting the models directly using

a specialized interpreter for the specific domain. One family of interpreted languages that support the direct execution

of models is referred to as interpreted DSMLs or i-DSMLs9chp. 9. The semantics of i-DSML model execution is

based on changes to models at runtime. The interpreter carries within it the execution semantics of that language. The

current i-DSML methodology is resource intensive and entails first defining the i-DSML in terms of its metamodel

(abstract syntax and static semantics) then later building the interpreter to specify and realize the execution semantics.

Similar contemporary approaches do not allow for the execution semantics to be defined in relation to the meta-model

in a reusable manner even though the semantic domain is an extension of the abstract syntax5. The overarching

problem is that the execution semantics for i-DSMLs are distributed throughout the DSVM, locking the methodology

in a one language, one interpreter mapping. The concerns are interlocked.
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This work extends the research in Allison et. al. 2 which presented a Model of Execution (MoE) specifically for

the synthesis of energy management models. Following the concept presented by Combemale et.al. 5 of a model of

computation for DSMLs, we hold the position that a MoE for an i-DSML contains a portion that is specific to that

domain and a reusable portion of the interpreters application logic. We term these components the Domain-Specific

Knowledge (DSK) and the Generic Model of Execution (GMoE) respectively. Our objective is to separate these

concerns and provide a GMoE to avail i-DSML authors of a framework upon which to more easily design and build

their language.

Specifically our contributions in this paper are:

1. The decoupling of the DSK as a crosscutting concern to support synthesis engine instantiation; and

2. The specification of a metamodel architecture supporting the binding of a loosely coupled GMoE framework

and persistently represented DSK components in (1).

3. A demonstration of the utility and viability of the approach by instantiating the architecture, given DSKs in two

incongruous domains.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: The following section provides a review of concepts supporting

this approach as background. Section 3 provides an overview of the approach. Section 4 outlines the design of the

GMoE metamodel. Section 5 presents the prototype and its evaluation. We assess related work and conclude in

sections 6 and 7 respectively.

2. Background

To establish the scope and context for our approach, we present an overview of i-DSMLs with their early prototypes

for the two domains investigated

2.1. Interpreted DSMLs

The family of languages termed interpreted DSMLs (i-DSMLs), derive their semantics from changes to models at

runtime. To accomplish this the interpreter employs an adaptable runtime model as its core technology. This runtime

model causally represents the system under control and allows for the interpreter to alter behavior via executable con-

trol scripts during runtime. Models are used to determine behavior without regeneration, retesting, and redeployment

as with code generation approaches.

An i-DSML has two distinguishing dimensions which this research exploits in the development of the GMoE. The

first is the language’s syntactic structure that delineates the control structure and the domain data. This is akin to

the separation of program and data in high-level languages. Secondly, i-DSMLs use an interpreter with a distinctly

layered architecture. Each layer represents a concern and addresses a specific functionality. Figure 1 shows a generic

DSVM structure where the first three layers handle Platform Independent Models (PIMs) and the final brokerage

layer transforms the PIMs to platform specific models (PSMs). As a model being executed descends the layers of

the DSVM, the semantic gap between the PIM and PSM narrows. In this approach we focus on the key layer of the

DSVM that analyzes and transforms PIM models into executable scripts. This layer is known as the synthesis engine
(SE).

We will next present an overview of the two domains to which the approach is applied. References are provided

for access to more detailed treatments.

2.1.1. User-Centric Communication
The demand for communication solutions to leverage technological advancements in device inter-networking has

led to the search for highly customizable solutions integrating voice, video and data modalities. This domain was

investigated to build a solution which provides an aggregation of modalities in an intuitive and dynamic manner.

This research resulted in the initial i-DSML, Communication Modeling Language (CML) being developed15. CML

allows for users to specify their communications requirements at a high level of abstraction at runtime. The language
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Fig. 1. The iDSML Interpreter’s Architecture

comprises a CommunicationSchema as its root construct, which may be either a ControlSchema or a DataSchema.

A ControlSchema defines the configuration of the user-centric communication instance e.g., it specifies the number

of participants and the modality of a communication session. The DataSchema contains the actual data such as media

files used in the communication session 1.

2.1.2. Microgrid Energy Management
Microgrids are self-contained energy grids which conceptually should monitor their consumption and co-generate

their own power7. The need for energy management under safety and assurance constraints has led to the development

of the Microgrid Modeling Language (MGridML) which provides the necessary constructs to define plant behavior

using hardware controllers3.

Similar to CML, a MGridML model, or schema, may either be a ControlSchema or a DataSchema. A control

schema specifies the configuration of a microgrid, which contain the interrelationships of the controllers and device

types, including: sources, loads, storage units, and one point of common coupling (PCC). The data schema contains

the actual device representation and properties such as ON or Restarting.

2.2. Model Synthesis MoEs

The Figure 2 shows the base components of the MoE for microgrid energy management via the SE layer. The

system is parameterized by events from the Middleware, Evt, and new user requirement models, U j . Once a new

model is received, it is compared by a Model Comparator. This generates a list of changes which result in domain

specific events being raised dependent on the state of the labeled transition systems (LTSs) which reflect plant systems

under control. The change interpreter now generates the appropriate control scripts and updates to the adaptive runtime

model. Let us look at an example.

In a representative scenario a user wants to turn all external lights off so she submits a model which identifies

that requirement. Upon comparison with the current runtime model of the underlying system, the model comparator

detects that there is a change in a lamps property from on to off. The change interpreter queries the state machines

1 http://cml.cs.fiu.edu/cml/cml.html
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Fig. 2. Microgrid MoE Adopted from 2

and finds that they are indeed on, so it issues a CS command to to the middleware to turn those lights off. Once the

SE gets confirmation that the lights are off via an event, then it updates the runtime model and LTSs.

The problem we address is that even though our architecture was loosely coupled, the change interpreter,

update controller, dispatcher and update RT processes are highly domain specific and requires extensive

re-engineering to be applicable to another domain.

The synthesis process S P is defined more formally as the 5-tuple

S P = (S ,Σ, s, θ, δ) (1)

where:

S represents the set of valid synthesis environments that can be defined using the iDSML;

Σ represents the input event alphabet processable by the machine. These events may signify the receipt of new models

to be synthesized or events from other layers in the interpreter;

s ∈ S is the startup environment. Within s the initial runtime model R0 is set to null;

θ represents the output alphabet or control scripts generated by the synthesis process;

δ represents the transition function of the MoE that determines the next environment based on the current environ-

ment si = (Ri,Ui), where Ri is the current runtime model and Ui is the user preference model; and a specific event

ei.δ(si, ei) = (si+1, oi+1), where oi+1 ∈ θ is an output control script. Thus,

δ : S × Σ→ S × θ (2)

3. Refactoring the Architecture

To allow for a reusable methodology we considered the domain knowledge as a crosscutting concern of the archi-

tecture. We inspected the respective MoEs towards aspect oriented refactoring. To achieve the desired modularity we

decoupled the DSK by identifying the join points where the common interpreter logic accesses the domain specific

concerns. The decoupling of the DSK as an aspect structurally translates to Figure 3. The DSK, tangled throughout

the legacy architectures, comprises mainly of a syntactic portion (the metamodel) and a semantic portion which may

be captured using Labeled Transition Systems(LTSs) and a change mapping table as persistent representations.

3.1. Persistently Representing DSK

To persistently define the DSK associated with the language synthesis process, the language’s designer is required

to specify the set of state transition systems for the domain and the change mappings as artifacts. The LTSs are

created by the language author and describes the state of each language element intended to be controlled. Offered as
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Fig. 3. Structural Representation of the Separation of DSK from the MoE.

Table 1. Partial LTS for CVM Media Transfer.

Source State Target State Event Guard Action (Internal Event)

0 Initial Ready initiateNeg ‖ intiateInviteNeg

1 Ready StreamEnabled enableStream genStreamEnable Script

2 Ready StreamEnabled enableStreamRec genStreamEnableRec Script

UCI.notify(DS i+1)

3 StreamEnabled StreamEnabled enableStream !IsStreamEnabled genStreamEnable Script

4 StreamEnabled StreamEnabled disableStream IsStreamEnabled && #

streams > 1

genStreamDisable Script

5 StreamEnabled StreamEnabled enableStreamRec !IsStreamEnabled genStreamEnableRec Script

UCI.notify(DS out )

6 ... ... ... ... ...

17 Ready Final terminate

a representative instance, Table 1 shows a LTS representation capable of accomplishing media transfer within CVM.

For each LTS the designer is required to provide the source states, target states, events, guards and actions(control
scripts).

Change mapping is used to raise internal events to be processed by the LTSs. Table 2 shows a sampling of the

mappings within the Microgrid domain. We use ’s to illustrate points where the actual content is irrelevant of

context; remember we simply need to denote a pattern. The first three mappings state that should a change occur to

add or delete a data instance element, then raise a corresponding element type event. The fourth mapping states that

for all changes simply raise an update event. It is essential to persist this DSK item outside the GMoE framework to

allow for the change interpreter to effectively process the list of changes arising from the model comparator. We next

present our metamodel based approach to gluing the DSK to the GMoE.

Table 2. Partial List of Change Mapping for a MGridVM SE Instance

Pattern Action

1 (added,NODETYPE = addLoadDevice(nodeID)
LoadDevice, , )

2 (added,NODETYPE = addSourceDevice(nodeID)
SourceDevice, , )

3 (removed, NODETYPE = removeSourceDevice(nodeID)
SourceDevice, , )

4 (changed, NODETYPE = change(nodeID, property)
, , )

n ... ...

With the domain specific concern isolated, the reusable portion comprises three primary processes: Model Com-

parison, Change Interpretation and a new entity, State Management. As the name may suggest, the state manager

updates the internal runtime state of the system which includes the LTSs and the runtime model. The output of this

component are the control scripts and a new runtime model which are dispatched to other interpreter layers.
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4. A Synthesis Engine Metamodel

We formulated our architectural design decisions based on a propensity towards adaptation; seeking a representa-

tion capable of capturing the complexity of the model synthesis approach in two loosely coupled components. The

components are a reusable framework to house the GMoE, and an easily specified and interchangeable component

to accommodate DSK. Our approach utilizes a model based representation to instantiate our SE; essentially a model

for processing models. The metamodel for the DSVM language forms the basis for constructing a i-DSML synthesis

engine from modules and define their interaction utilizing a semantic overlay.

Since the GMoE (which includes the Model Comparator, Change Interpreter and State Manager components) is

intended for reuse, it is incorporated into the interpreter framework. In this way the GMoE constitutes the framework

and the DSK is the framework’s extension. Each concern is separated and compartmentalized. By reducing the

coupling the architecture using a metamodel design we are able to support swapping domain modules with a minimal

effort.

Figure 4 shows the class diagram for the generic SE metamodel. The SE metamodel’s central coordinator is aptly

named SE Manager. The SE manager handles the receipt of models and events from the systems other layers via the

SE Interface and handler. In addition the activities of the Model Comparator and Change Interpreter is

centralized. The State Manager is responsible for the runtime representation of the underlying system and serves as

a conduit for the interpreter to manage activities of the DSK. This is accomplished using the DomainManager which

references the DSK persistent artifacts (the change mappings and LTSs). The i-DSML metamodel is used within

SE Manager to relate the non-generic classes to the Model Comparator, Change Interpreter and for runtime

updates using the

State Manager.

Fig. 4. Metamodel for Synthesis Engine.

5. The GMoE Prototype

To instantiate a SE instance we make use of the rich toolset of the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) and the

Kermeta meta-language to respectively describe our metamodel and to weave in the execution semantics presented in

section 3.1.

Kermeta10 may be considered an aspect oriented programming language and an integrating MDE platform ca-

pable of incorporating static and dynamic semantics into models. Kermeta uses an action language which employs

object-oriented mechanisms and sequential control structures. A MOF metamodel can be viewed as a valid Ker-

meta program without behavioral aspects. Using Kermeta we extend the SE metamodel to include static semantics,
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dynamic semantics, and our model transformation concerns. Since our metamodel is a static model we weave the

execution semantics by declaring classes of similar names equip with operations as Kermeta aspects. In Kermeta,

classes possessing the same qualified name are merged within the interpreters memory therefore attaching dynamism

to the structure. The metamodel is now overlaid with Kermeta aspects corresponding to each metaclass to describe

their execution semantics.

The GMoE instantiation is housed within SE Builder, written in Kermeta. This framework also manages the

build. Figure 5 shows a state transition diagram of the SE Builder which possesses the necessary processes to

arrive at the instantiated synthesis engine. The SE Builder first loads and registers the SE and LTS metamodels

in states 1 and 2. These metamodels are domain independent. State 3 is where our machine takes on its context.

The SE model instance lets the SE Builder load the dependent i-DSML metamodel and semantics of the language

as Kermeta aspects. The SE Builder is now extended by the DSK and capable of model synthesis in the specified

domain.

Figure 6 shows the architecture of the constituent components of the prototype. This architecture realizes a princi-

pal design goal of a distinct separation between the GMoE and DSK components demonstrating very loose coupling

of the concerns. The coupling is portrayed by the relationship between the SE Manager and the SE Launcher. In our

evaluation we will compare this coupling mechanism against earlier prototypes.

Switching SE Builds -To switch between languages the SE Launcher has to load a new SE model instance. We

will assume that a SE metamodel has been registered. The SE model is sufficient to house all syntactic and semantic

elements of the DSVMs language. Once a new SE model is loaded and the i-DSMLs metamodel is registered, then
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the system is ready to process i-DSML models of the new domain. The ease to which the Instances are swapped was

the intent of the architecture.

5.1. Prototype Evaluation

Our study applies to the overarching goal of the GMoE to facilitate reuse of model interpretation knowledge by

furnishing a generic framework. To evaluate the utility of the prototype our objectives were:

Objective 1: To ascertain an estimate to which the approach saved developmental effort through reuse.

Objective 2: To determine the extent of architecture’s aptness to be restructured using an analysis and comparison of

coupling metrics of the GMoE with earlier prototypes.

5.2. Experiment Setup

To evaluate the first objective we used (1) compiled historical development data related to programmer hours to

build new SEs utilizing the GMoE methodology and the earlier CVM and MGridVM prototypes, and (2) assuming a

correlation between complexity and work effort as in1 we use SLOC, number of classes, and number of methods as

code metrics to show a relationship to the development time.

The analysis to satisfy our second objective concerns coupling. We compared the earlier coupled prototypes with

the GMoE prototype along the following dimensions:

• Inbound Intra-Package Method Dependencies (IIPM) - methods in other classes of the same package that de-

pend on this method.

• Outbound Intra-Package Feature Dependencies (OIPF) - methods and fields within the classes of the same

package that this method depends on.

• Inbound Extra-Package Method Dependencies (IEPM) - methods in other packages that depend on this method.

• Outbound Extra-Package Feature Dependencies (OEPF) - methods and fields in other packages that this method

depends on.

The aforementioned metrics were captured using Dependency Finder14, which is a suite of tools for analyzing com-

piled Java code, particularly, computing object-oriented software metrics that give you an empirical quality assessment

of the code.

5.3. Results

Table 3 shows the evaluation metrics for the synthesis engines in both domains. Columns 2 and 3 show the data

for the earlier version (v1) of the SEs, Columns 4 and 5 the current version (v2) of the SEs built from the GMoE and

DSK. The GMoE versions values are shown as sums of the GMoE and DSK. The SE in the the second versions are

smaller in size than the v1 SEs since the DSK is represented as a model in Kermeta and we currently do not generate

the Java code for the DSK. We plan to perform full code generation in future work. The final row of Table 3 shows

the development time to create the versions of the SEs.

The coupling measures at the method level for Objective 2 are shown in Table 4. Top part of the table shows the

static code metrics for the classes in SE that represent the GMoE. Note the lowest number of methods for the two

versions of the SE is for the SE v2. The lower part of the table shows the coupling metrics including the method level

metrics previously described. In general the coupling measures for the SE v2 is the lowest, except for OEPF which

is higher for SE v2 than for CVM v1. This is expected since there are a large number of features dependent on the

classes and methods containing the DSK. This would suggest that in general GMoE used in the SE v2 has a higher

level of reusability in the development of SEs for other domains. Note however, this measurement was taken in the

context of an application developed using Kermeta.
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Table 3. Comparison of static code metrics and development times for both versions of the SE.

Metric MGVM CVM MGVM (v2) CVM (v2)
(v1) (v1) (GMoE + DSK) (GMoE + DSK)

SLOC 2913 963 (314 + 718) =1035 (314 + 452) = 766

# Classes 31 21 (26 + 49) = 75 (26 + 38) = 64

# Methods 434 156 (187 + 216) = 403 (187 + 78) = 265

Dev. Time (hrs) 155 130 (38 + 35) = 73 (38 + 25) = 63

Table 4. Comparison of coupling metrics for the classes in both versions of the SE that form the GMoE.

Coupling Metric: MGVM (v1) CVM (v1) GMoE (v2)

IIPM 80 7 2

OIPF 135 13 2

IEPM 0 25 0

OEPF 336 107 112

Total: 551 152 116

5.4. Discussion

The v2 approach required an increase in the number of classes and methods; this can be attributed to the additional

gluing mechanisms required. We were gratified to see the time to develop the v2 SEs using Kermeta is approximately

half of the time to develop the v1 SEs. This can be explained as Kermeta was used in the second generation prototypes.

Kermeta has allowed for less debugging and coding as we were operating at a higher level of abstraction. The coupling

between our aspects was significantly reduced which was expected as our paramount focus was on the loose coupling

between the two concerns.

Threats to validity - Since The GMoE prototype was developed using some kermeta modules which are at a higher

level of abstraction than Java code, then the approximation of effort required contains reservations. The Compile Kmt
to EMF plugin (Java) is still experimental at present, but we intend to address this threat when the transformation

becomes available.

It has to be taken into consideration that, the same developers were used in the MGridVM project and could have

gained some developmental domain insight to build the GMoE more efficiently. The development of the CVM (v1)

prototype and GMoE prototype (v2) were developed by different developers which may skew the comparison.

6. Related Work

Our approach realizes behavior from direct interpretation. Other DSMLs are analyzed by transformation engines

to synthesize intermediate artifacts such as high level languages8. Utilizing intermediate artifacts do however have its

drawbacks as changes to models at runtime require regeneration, retesting and redeployment. Edwards et.al. 6 presents

a model interpreter framework to automate DSML development at the language and interpreter level by employing

an abstract component technology. The approach used by Edwards et al. concerns the transformation of models to an

intermediate high level language.

Several approaches utilize action languages to thread executability within meta-models such as Kermeta10, xOCL4

and using abstract state machines11. These approaches allow for intuitive development of models, however they do not

specify how the models are to be interpreted or a generalized methodology as outlined in our work. In our prototype

implementation we have utilized Kermeta to thread our metamodels with our execution semantics, however other like

meta language could be employed.

Combemale and Pantel has proposed a design pattern called the executable DSML pattern5 targeted at the devel-

opment of a reusable model of computation similar to our model of execution. Sadilek and Wachsmuth presented

a kindred approach, EPROVIDE 12, providing executability to DSMLs along with interpreter specification support,

prototyped using Petri nets. The fundamental difference in approaches is that our semantics is based on changes to

models at runtime.
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7. Conclusion

In this paper we presented our methodology to refine the commonalities of the interpreter logic for i-DSML synthe-

sis engines into a generic model of execution (GMoE). We have presented a GMoE and a specification for persistent

DSK artifacts which can be used to develop i-DSML interpreters. We focused on the decoupling and representation of

domain-specific knowledge (DSK) artifacts to provide tooling support for language designers. The evaluation of our

prototype revealed that although increased structure was required to support the reusable component through gluing,

less effort was required to develop the SE than with earlier DSVM prototypes. The evaluation also shows weak cou-

pling in the architecture which is a measure of software quality. The i-DSML approach has garnished much attention

and there are several domain applications in progress within this and other laboratories. These works will expand

our testbed and allow us to further refine and optimize our approach. We foresee more exploration into the arena of

autonomic computing for the GMoE synthesis engine. The synthesis engine is the pivotal technology for i-DSML

interpretation. We encourage the research community to contribute its collective wisdom in developing this promising

paradigm which we consider in its infancy.
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